Abstract. This research develops an innovative free-form surface scanning system using laser triangulation for 3D dental data required for crown reconstruction. This novel design employs double laser diodes to produce two 45° structured-light lines projecting onto the plaster tooth models and three CCD cameras to capture deformed fringes to achieve fast and accurate 3D surface measurement of plaster tooth models. Effective strategies were implemented to overcome problems such as potential measurement occlusion and data registration inaccuracy, commonly encountered by other data scanning methods. The developed system has distinctive features such as laser projecting angles for complete surface measurement coverage, digitizing accuracy, and compact scanner volume for potential applications on 3D surface digitization of tiny industrial components. Experimental results verified that the proposed system achieves a 20µm digitizing accuracy and possesses fast scanning capability. Maximum one minute is used for a single-tooth model and 30 minutes are used for scanning the whole jaw.
Introduction
In current dental practice, full-crown or partial tooth restoration process is not only complex and time-consuming, but also inaccurate and error-prone. This is mainly due to the lack of an efficient scanning technology for rapid acquisition of accurate 3D dental geometry. The conventional practice is that the dentist first copies jaw impressions from the treated shape of the decayed tooth, which are then sent to a dental technician for casting a plaster model as a topological copy for 3D reconstruction of the tooth. In the last decade, some computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems have been introduced to create 3D tooth models for direct computer numerical control (CNC) machining. A dental scanner for performing accurate 3D data acquisition has become extremely important for the dental industry. Figure 1 displays the traditional crown fabrication process. First, the dentist makes impressions of both the lower and upper jaws after preparing the decayed tooth. These impressions are then sent to a dental technician for casting a plaster model of both jaws. These models serve as the basis for fabricating wax models, which are then used in precision casting of the tooth crown made of Titanium or other materials. After the green part of the casting is polished, a crown is finally fabricated and ready for a dental clinical restoration. However, due to the error-prone fabrication process, the dentist has to make some final changes to ensure an adequate fit. This unavoidably increases potential risks of failure and incurs great cost.
In the last decade, some CAD / CAM systems have been introduced for crown production. Shown in Fig. 2 , the new generation CAD/CAM crown fabrication process deploys a 3D scanning technique for topological data. Tooth plaster models can be scanned by various measurement strategies. The CAD model is created from the measured data and is then deployed for tool path generation in CAM machining. Advances in technology have enhanced the overall efficiency of tooth restoration. However, the shortcomings of the conventional procedures such as time-consuming scanning, inaccurate measurement and extensive model preparation are still restricting the full development of the CAD/CAM crown fabrication. However, many of these drawbacks may be overcome by a promising 3D dental scanner. 
Literature Review
The measurement principles of 3D dental scanners mainly include laser holography, laser triangulation, passive stereo detection, mechanical contact sensing, structure lighting for phase shifting and X-ray computer topography. Altschuler first developed a 3D dental scanner using holographic imaging in 1975 [1] . Two orthogonal raster patterns were generated by two laser light sources and produced a 2D interferometric fringe to be calculated into the depth information with a spatial resolution of 25 µm. Following this, in 1988, Duret employed a similar principle, laser holography, to detect tooth shape [2] . To increase the accuracy of shape measurement within the occluded region, the multi-individual views were recorded and correlated to generate 3D profiles. However, due to its complex alignment procedure, the implemented system was not widely utilized for dental restoration. Apart from using laser holography, stereo depth detection was employed by Rekow in 1988 [3] . The stereo-paired images acquired by a high-resolution camera were matched to determine the 3D information. This method provided a good alternative to the other approaches since only inexpensive digitizing equipment was required and its measurement was of intra-oral type. However, due to the difficulty in detecting the occluded surface sections of tooth shape, it was not adopted for commercial use. Following the improvement in digitizing accuracy, mechanical tactile probes were deployed for dental surface digitization [4] . The measurement accuracy could reach few micrometers, but the scanning efficiency could be reduced due to tedious mechanical contacts. To overcome this limitation, various kinds of laser triangulation scanning, including different light-pattern projection of points, lines and spatially encoded diagrams, were developed to increase the scanning efficiency while maintaining acceptable measurement accuracy [5] . In these approaches, multi-laser heads and scanning strategies were used to avoid encountering any potential blind region when digitizing an occluded surface section. However, no scanning system is yet capable of delivering a convincing ) for proper light projection [6] . This article presents a free-form surface scanning system using laser triangulation for 3D dental data required for crown reconstruction. Effective scanning strategies were also developed to acquire 3D surface profiles of dental plaster models with minimum scanning occlusion, thus improving data completeness and accuracy.
System Design and Setup
As shown in Fig. 3 , the 3D surface shape of human tooth models (including treated ones) is generally complex. Three crucial profile sections within the model are the middle proximal, distal and top occlusal surfaces. The middle proximal surfaces are in contact with the respective neighboring teeth. The distal sections are the critical surface boundaries between the treated teeth and the artificial crowns, in which the mould separation lines are located on the edges of the distal sections. The top occlusal surfaces are in precise contact with the surfaces of the respective opposite teeth. Since the individual tooth joins its respective neighboring teeth closely, it is impossible to detect the proximal and distal sections when scanning the tooth from its top or sides, unless these sections are further ground by a dentist to obtain an inclined slope, which may not be considered best for tooth restoration.
In view of the above scanning requirements, a 3D surface measurement system integrating multiple laser heads and CCDs was developed for accurate and rapid contour measurement of all the identified surface sections. The schematic diagram of the measurement system is depicted in Fig.  4 . The system consists of two laser-structured light projecting units, three image-capturing CCDs, an optical light controller, a high-speed image processor, a motorized indexer, a set of jig and fixture, and a personal computer. The two laser units, positioned on each side at a 45 o -tilting angle from the central vertical section of the probe, project two laser-structured lines onto the scanned surfaces. These two structured lines are basically aligned and joined at the top occlusal surface sections so that a complete cross-section profile of the single-tooth model can be detected. Variations in the curvature on the depth of the surface contour may lead to the deformation of the projected structured-light fringe. Thus, subsequent to capturing the images of the deformed patterns by utilizing multiple CCDs with different view angles (such as 0 o , -80 o and 80 o ), the object's contour data can be analyzed using the acquired information. The scanning operation of a single-tooth model, which is positioned on the top of a motorized indexer and fastened by a jig and fixture set, can be completed by a continuous 180° scanning. Single-tooth models can be easily obtained from traditional impression taking and model casting. Rapid scanning of single-tooth models (shown in Fig. 3(b) ) can reduce the complexity of the process and enhance data accuracy. Moreover, with the improvement in measurement accuracy, the efficiency of tooth model reconstruction can also be enhanced.
3D Data Mapping Principle. The mapping of the 3D surface data, P(x w , y w , z w ), from the 2D image coordinates, P(u, v), detected by CCDs from the deformed fringes, is performed by a transformation. The process consists of a rigid body transformation between the world and the undistorted 3D camera coordinates, the camera perspective projection, the lens distortion correction and a transformation from the real image to the computer image coordinates [7, 8] . Figure 5 illustrates the geometric relationship between the coordinate systems. 
and λ is a non-zero ratio factor.
In the 3D laser triangulation measurement, the k th laser plane projecting from the light source onto the tooth model can be described as a plane equation
. Combining the plane equation with Equation (3), we can further develop the following equation to express the laser optical plane that represents the 3D data transformation calculated from the 2D image data [9] . . (4) The unknown coefficients, m 11~34 , can be identified using a calibration block with known 3D calibrated points and a least-squares optimizing approach. P(x w , y w , z w ) can then be determined by the mapping function in Equation (4) when M is determined.
Accurate Data Registration. Owing to the indexing errors from the rotation mechanism, the 3D section profiles may not be aligned accurately. Thus, unacceptable data are common in reverse engineering. The following strategy was deployed to overcome this potential difficulty. A series of accurate circular black spots are allocated along the circumference of the indexer, where a number of common spots (at least four) can be captured by two respective neighboring cameras. By aligning the same coordinate system constructed from these captured common spots (image center coordinates), the 3D profiles measured by these two neighboring cameras can then be registered accurately.
Measurement Examples and Results
A set of single-tooth model was taken as a clinical example to verify the feasibility, measurement accuracy and efficiency of the developed system. Since a complete 3D cross-section of the model surface profile was detected by the three integrated CCD cameras, the scanning operation of the whole interested surface can be accomplished by a 180° rotation of the indexing table (shown in Fig.  6(a) ). In this example, 36 cross-section profiles were measured within one minute and the 3D digitized clouds of points are illustrated in Figures 6 (b) and (c), respectively. In addition, the 3D triangular patch and stereo-lithography (STL) model of the scanned model are shown in Figures 6(d) and (e), respectively. The same model was digitized using a commercial coordinate measurement machine equipped with a touch-triggered probe having one-micrometer accuracy, and its results were compared with the existing data using a commercial form-analysis software program. It was confirmed that the measured data were within ±10µm accuracy. Subsequent to the measurement, the 3D data can be further processed for CAD modeling and CAM sculpturing processes for generation of crowns (Fig. 6(f) ) and future clinical restoration.
Conclusions
An innovative free-form surface scanning system was successfully developed for measuring 3D dental data required for crown reconstruction. The proposed design has integrated two laser-structured light projection units to generate two °45 structured fringes for best coverage of the scanned cross-section profiles. Meanwhile, to grab effectively deformed fringes from the scanned surfaces, three CCD cameras were oriented at three different view angles with respect to where the deformed fringes can be best detected. Experimental results verified that the developed system achieves 20µm measurement accuracy and possesses fast scanning capability. Therefore, the proposed system delivers a novel yet realistic solution to complex-object surface measurement, thus satisfying demanding requirements for modern CAD/CAM dental restoration industries. 
